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TOR 302
T-Buzzer
T

he Toreto TOR 302 T-Buzzer is both a Bluetooth
speaker and a karaoke mic.
It comes with single-touch pairing and
should be able to pair with any Bluetooth enabled
device quite easily. We had no trouble pairing it with
our phones.
The TOR 302’s appeal lies in the fact that you can use
it both as a mic and a speaker at the same time, which enhances the overall karaoke experience. You could play an
instrumental version of a song you’re planning to sing for
example. It pairs up very well with most popular karaoke
apps out there. Like Smule’s Sing! Karaoke for example.
The TOR 302 comes with a TF slot, a USB slot and a
5V charging slot at the bottom. You can record stuff and
store/save it using the TOR 302 itself via microSD cards
or a USB device, and replay the recordings through the
device’s own speakers.
The control buttons for the TOR 302 are all present on
a panel on the mic’s handle. The buttons present include
the on/off switch, echo control, volume control (the echo
and volume control only come into play when using the
device’s mic functions). Then you have your standard
speaker buttons, play/pause (receive calls) and previ-

ous/next. Lastly, you have the ‘M’ button for pairing and
switching the modes.
When not in use specifically for karaoke, it functions
like any bluetooth speaker with a mic, so you can use it
to make and receive calls, listen to music, or just mess
around with a portable mic.
In the looks department, Toreto has gone retro with
the TOR 302. It’s got a golden/bronze textured finish as
well which further amplifies its retro appeal.
The device sports a metal body, so there’s some weight
to it. The device offers around 6-8 hours of battery life,
which is longer than any karaoke party should last.
Price: `2,499

WD My Passport Wireless Pro
T

he WD My Passport Wireless
Pro is directed at photographers and videographers who
want easy access to portable and
wireless storage. The device is easy to
pair with any mobile device as long as it
supports Wi-Fi. It becomes easy to
offload, edit and stream photos or videos
while on the go.
The Wireless Pro is built with
802.11ac, an SD 3.0 card reader, and
USB 3.0. Attaching an external storage
to the Wireless Pro via USB also further
expands its wireless storage capabilities/capacity. You can also use the device
to create a wireless hotspot to connect
multiple devices to it. WD claims you can
stream up to eight HD videos on eight
different devices simultaneously.
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You can also use the Wireless Pro as
a media server through which you can
wirelessly stream your media. However,
it uses a service called Plex to do so,
which has caused some complications
for some.
Price: $199.99 (`12,800 approx)

Its battery can last for up to 10 hours
on a full charge, so you should be able to
keep it running for the entirety of your
outing sessions.
The WD Wireless Pro doubles as a
6,400 mAh power bank; you can use it to
charge your smartphones, DSLRs, or any
other USB devices.

SPECIFICATIONS
Compatible with Windows 7 and above,
Mac OS X Mountain Lion and above. Requires DLNA/UPnP or Plex-enabled devices
for streaming | Wi-Fi | SD card slot | USB 3.0
| USB 2.0 (host) | CAPACITY OPTIONS: 4TB
| 3TB | 2TB | 1TB | DIMENSIONS (2TB AND
3TB): LENGTH: 5 inches | WIDTH: 5 inches |
HEIGHT: 0.94 inches | WEIGHT: 0.45kg

